
Game Descriptions 

Mutants & Masterminds - Issue #6:The Fight for Freedom City (Mutants & Masterminds 

2e) 

The Crime League is ready to make their move for control of Freedom City, and the Freedom 

League is powerless to stop them! Is this the end of the Freedom League? 

A Mutants & Masterminds 2e adventure for Power Level 10 heroes. 

Pregen Characters will be available. 

new World of Darkness: Night Owls and Old Gray Mares (World of Darkness) 
By Alan Black.  

Jason Webber’s story is a tragedy. Victim of the bizarre Sendack Case; orphaned by the 

mysterious murder of his parents and lost his home to fire. Now, he’s in state care surrounded 

by kids whose futures likely lie in running the streets. Rebecca, his caseworker, asks for you 

help as she tries desperately not to let him slip away, but he won’t talk to her, or to anyone. Yet 

strangely enough the boys in the home gather around him, protecting him as he obsessively 

draws scene after scene of violence and sadness. In each of his drawings a space is left 

noticeably blank. What do they mean? What won’t he draw? 

Pregen Characters will be available. 

new World of Darkness: Strix and Stones (World of Darkness) 
By Alan Black.  

Officers and detectives swarm the central hub of the victim; bystanders and reporters push and 

shove forward, fighting with a morbid fervor for an opportunity to see the source of the 

excitement. The police handle the investigation haphazardly and dismissively, frustrated at 

their lack of direction and leadership.  

Poorly herding the crew is a man whose name badge says “Chalmers,” with all the decoration 

to denote years on the force, but none of the attention one would expect of a seasoned officer. 

As you briefly catch his eyes, they’re glassy and void of interest. He then shambles back into 

the swarm of uniforms. 

Sometimes, the biggest complication people can encounter when trying to get at the truth is law 

enforcement. However, when those people have dealt with kidnappers, serial killers, ghosts, 

devils and ancient vampires, kindly Officer Chalmers seems less threatening. 



Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Module: We Be Goblins! (Level 1) (Pathfinder Society - Pathfinder RPG) 
By Richard Pett.  

A most unusual adventure for 1st-level goblin characters. 

The Licktoad goblins of Brinestump Marsh have stumbled upon a great treasure—fireworks! 

Yet unfortunately for them, the tribe member responsible for the discovery has already been 

exiled for the abhorrent crime of writing (which every goblin knows steals words from your 

head). To remedy this situation, the Licktoads’ leader, His Mighty Girthness Chief Rendwattle 

Gutwad, has declared that the greatest heroes of the tribe must venture forth to retrieve the rest 

of the fireworks from a derelict ship stranded in the marsh. In order to prove themselves as the 

Licktoads’ bravest goblins, the PCs must complete a series of dangerous dares, from 

swallowing bull slugs and braving the dreaded Earbiter to dancing with Squealy Nord himself. 

Yet even once they’ve proven their mettle, the adventure is just beginning. For the ship in 

question is far from uninhabited, and Vorka the cannibal goblin would like nothing better than 

a few tasty visitors.... 

We Be Goblins! is an adventure for 1st-level characters in which the PCs play a horde of 

malicious and murderous goblins. Pregenerated Goblin Characters will be provided.  

PFS Scenario #1-29:The Devil We Know—Part 1: Shipyard Rats (Levels 1-7) (Pathfinder 

Society - Pathfinder RPG) 
By Joshua J. Frost.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st to 7th level characters (Tiers: 1–2, 3–4, and 6–

7). 

When simultaneous kidnappings of Pathfinder and Aspis Consortium agents rock Cassomir's 

Imperial Naval Shipyards, the Society orders you to join forces with hated Aspis agents to 

solve the mystery. Can you work together with the enemies of the Society to uncover the 

source of the kidnappings, or will you perish in the shipyards of Cassomir? 

Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario #1-30:The Devil We Know—Part 2: Cassomir's Locker (Levels 1-7) 

(Pathfinder Society - Pathfinder RPG) 
By Joshua J. Frost.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st to 7th level characters (Tiers: 1–2, 3–4, and 6–

7). 

The Pathfinder Society dispatches you to the catacombs called Cassomir's Locker to find the 

source of a rat cult breeding monstrous vermin. After clearing Cassomir's dank sewers and 



delving into the dirty dungeons below, will you find the artifact that powers Cassomir's Locker 

or bring about the destruction of Taldor's most important port? 

Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario #1-31: Sniper in the Deep (Levels 5-9) (Pathfinder Society - Pathfinder 

RPG) 
By David Eitelbach and Hank Woon.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 5th to 9th level characters (Tiers: 5–6 and 8–9). 

When rumors stir of a hidden treasure ship in Absalom's Flotsam Graveyard, the Pathfinder 

Society sends you beneath the Inner Sea to investigate. Mayhem, undersea adventure, and 

chaos are to be had in this rousing rampage beneath the roiling waters of Absalom's harbor. 

Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario #1-36:Echo of Everwar—Part 1:Prisoner of Skull Hill (Levels 7-11) 

(Pathfinder Society - Pathfinder RPG) 
By Joshua J. Frost.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 7th to 11th level characters (Tiers: 7–8 and 10–11). 

A Chelish outpost deep inside the anarchic orc-controlled Hold of Belkzen has gone silent after 

strange fires were seen burning in the skies above. You have been sent north to investigate the 

disappearance and find a lost tomb long rumored to exist beneath the outpost's timber tower. 

When you arrive and find the place choked with monsters and hideous plant creatures from 

beyond the stars, your mission of exploration quickly turns to one of survival. 

The Prisoner of Skull Hill is part 1 of the Echoes of the Everwar series. Parts 1, 2, and 3 can be 

played in any order and part 4 must be played last. 

Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario #1-37:The Beggar's Pearl (Levels 1-7) (Pathfinder Society - Pathfinder 

RPG) 
By James F. Mackenzie.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st to 7th level characters (Tiers: 1–2, 3–4, and 6–

7). 

When a thief arrives at the Pathfinder Lodge in Almas bearing stolen artifacts and writings 

pointing the way to a lost dwarven gallery, you are sent into the rugged Aspodell Mountains to 

find the famed dwarven explorer last known to be searching for the gallery as well as the 

gallery itself. Once there you find a tangled web of darklands creatures in the thrall of a 



charismatic cult leader with ties to the darkest shadows of the First Realm. 

Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario #1-39:The Citadel of Flame (Levels 1-5) (Pathfinder Society - Pathfinder 

RPG) 
By Steven Robert.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st to 5th level characters (Tiers: 1–2 and 4–5). 

Once the home to a cult preaching self-sacrifice by immolation in order to achieve paradise, the 

Citadel of Flame in Qadira's Meraz Desert was presumably wiped out decades ago after 

Sarenrae dervishes led a crusade to end its morbid message. An enormous sandstorm 

swallowed both the citadel and the army attacking it, burying both beneath hundreds of feet of 

sand. Thought lost forever, the citadel's rediscovery prompts the Pathfinder Society to send you 

deep in the unforgiving Meraz to finally close the book on Qadira's most mysterious cult. 

Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario #1-41:The Devil We Know—Part 3: Crypt of Fools (Levels 1-7) (Pathfinder 

Society - Pathfinder RPG) 
By Larry Wilhelm.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st to 7th level characters (Tiers: 1–2, 3–4, and 6–

7). 

Another kidnapping spree erupts in Cassomir and the Pathfinder Society sends you to the 

notorious Swift Prison to interrogate a captured cultist about the recent disappearances. With 

clues gathered there, you must explore Old Cassomir and find secret locations that lead you to 

the source of the spree: the long lost Crypt of Fools. 

Crypt of Fools is part 3 of the The Devil We Know series. Parts 1 and 2 can be played in any 

order, but parts 3 and 4 must be sequentially after 1 and 2. 

Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario #1-42:Echo of Everwar—Part 2:The Watcher of Ages (Levels 7-11) 

(Pathfinder Society - Pathfinder RPG) 
By Greg A. Vaughan.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 7th to 11th level characters (Tiers: 7–8 and 10–11). 

Hundreds of years ago a once mighty fortress in Cheliax sank into the earth and was forever 

destroyed. You are sent there to catalog the ruins, known as the Collapsed Halls, and to find the 



rumored hidden tomb of an Osiriani concubine. After clearing the ruins of hideous beasts, you 

explore deeper into the ruins than anyone before you and uncover a malevolent intelligence that 

has watched Golarion for more than 5,000 years. Worse, he knows you're coming. 

The Watcher of Ages is part 2 of the Echoes of the Everwar series. Parts 1, 2, and 3 can be 

played in any order and part 4 must be played last.  

Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario #1-44:Echo of Everwar—Part 3:Terror at Whistledown (Levels 7-11) 

(Pathfinder Society - Pathfinder RPG) 
By Hank Woon.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 7th to 11th level characters (Tiers: 7–8 and 10–11). 

The citizens of the gnome enclave of Whistledown in distant Varisia are being kidnapped by 

malevolent creatures that stalk the night. You are sent there by the Pathfinder Society to see if 

this sudden surge of vile activity is linked to the rumors of a hidden tomb near Whistledown 

that holds the body of a famed Osirion concubine. Can you save the town of Whistledown from 

certain doom and find the lost tomb of the ancient concubine? 

Terror at Whistledown is part 3 of the Echoes of the Everwar series. Parts 1, 2, and 3 can be 

played in any order and part 4 must be played last. 

Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario #1-48:The Devil We Know—Part 4: Rules of the Swift (Levels 1-7) 

(Pathfinder Society - Pathfinder RPG) 
By Larry Wilhelm.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st to 7th level characters (Tiers: 1–2, 3–4, and 6–

7). 

In the conclusion of the Devil We Know campaign arc, you are called once more to Cassomir, 

where a mass abduction of the residents of Swift Prison has the entire town in a panic. Venture-

Captain Hestia Themis once more partners you with an Aspis agent to see what link the Swift 

Prison event has to the earlier kidnapping of a Pathfinder agent. You will explore an empty 

prison, delve the tunnels below, and come face-to-face with the source of Cassomir's troubles 

in a vile grotto deep beneath the city. 

Rules of the Swift is the fourth and final installment of the Devil We Know campaign arc. 

Pregen Characters will be available. 



PFS Scenario #1-53:Echo of Everwar—Part 4:The Faithless Dead (Levels 7-11) 

(Pathfinder Society - Pathfinder RPG) 
By Neil Spicer.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 7th to 11th level characters (Tiers: 7–8, and 10–11). 

The famous concubines of Sothis, recently returned to Osirion by the Pathfinder Society, are 

stolen from the Pathfinder Lodge in that nation's capital and it's up to you to find them and 

return them before their combined power can be used to awaken an ancient evil. 

The Faithless Dead is the fourth and final scenario in the Echoes of the Everwar campaign arc. 

Part I is Pathfinder Society Scenario #36: Echoes of the Everwar—Part I: The Prisoner of Skull 

Hill, part II is Pathfinder Society Scenario #42: Echoes of the Everwar—Part II: The Watcher 

of Ages, and part III is Pathfinder Society Scenario #44: Echoes of the Everwar—Part III: 

Terror at Whistledown.  

Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario #2-11:The Penumbral Accords (Levels 1-5) (Pathfinder Society - Pathfinder 

RPG) 
By Owen K.C. Stephens. A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st to 5th level characters 

(Tiers: 1–2, 4–5). The daughters of Absalom's mysterious Blakros family have long been 

among the most pursued maidens in the Inner Sea. Now the family's matriarch approaches the 

Pathfinder Society to help her break a centuries-old pact with the denizens of the Plane of 

Shadow to save her twin daughters from a life of servitude at the hands of the Onyx Alliance. 

Heading into the fan-favorite adventuring location of Blakros Museum, the PCs have only a 

short amount of time to break the Penumbral Accords and solidify the Pathfinder Society's ties 

to the powerful Blakroses.  

Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario #2-21: The Dalsine Affair (Levels 1-7) (Pathfinder Society - Pathfinder 

RPG) 
By Alex Greenshields.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st to 7th level characters (Tiers: 1-2, 3-4 and 6-7). 

Your mission takes you to the Taldan capital city of Oppara where the intricate web of political 

intrigue and ages-old religious conflicts threaten the Pathfinder Society’s presence in the land. 

When Baron Jacquo Dalsine’s cousin is implicated in a recent attack on Society allies, the 

situation becomes even tighter for the Pathfinders, and at the end of the day some members of 

the Dalsine family may not get out unscathed.  



Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario #3-02: Sewer Dragons of Absalom (Levels 3-7) (Pathfinder Society - 

Pathfinder RPG) 
By Dennis Baker.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 3–7. 

Absalom is Golarion’s busiest and most populous city, but one of its largest populations goes 

largely unnoticed. You must venture into the sewers beneath the City at the Center of the 

World to stop the meddling dragons within from disrupting a vital Pathfinder Society operation.  

Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario #4–09:The Blakros Matrimony (Levels 3-7) (Pathfinder Society - 

Pathfinder RPG) 
By Thurston Hillman.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 3–7. 

The eldest daughter of the prominent Blakros family is set to wed an influential Hellknight, and 

the Pathfinder Society is invited to the festivities. Dressed for a wedding befitting royalty, a 

team of Pathfinders attend the ceremony on behalf of the Decemvirate, but will their presence 

ultimately strengthen the Society's relationship with the influential Blakroses, or will events at 

the wedding bring the already tenuous alliance to a breaking point?  

Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario #4–10:Feast of Sigils (Levels 7-11) (Pathfinder Society - Pathfinder RPG) 
By Dennis Baker.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 7–11. 

In Kaer Maga, the mysterious and dangerous cliffside City of Strangers in untamed Varisia, the 

Pathfinder Society will come face to face with a sect of the cult of Lissala who prey upon the 

city's most vulnerable denizens to increase their own power. To what end do they conduct the 

ancient Feast of Sigils ritual, and can the Pathfinders stop them before their evil plans come to 

fruition?  

Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario #4–11:The Disappeared (Levels 1-5) (Pathfinder Society - Pathfinder RPG) 
By Jonathan H. Keith.  



A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1–5. 

A powerful ally of the Pathfinder Society has disappeared, and no one but the Pathfinders even 

remembers that she ever existed. Can the PCs discover the fate of their missing associate, or 

will all memory of her be erased completely from history? 

Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario #4–12:The Refuge of Time (Levels 7-11) (Pathfinder Society - Pathfinder 

RPG) 
By Steve Miller.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 7–11. 

In the ruins of a fallen empire built on the power of sin lies the key to awakening a great evil 

from a time long gone. The Pathfinder Society isn't the only organization seeking this potent 

artifact, however, and the result of failure could mean disaster for the whole of Varisia and 

beyond.  

Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario Intro 1:First Steps—Part 1: In Service to Lore (Levels 1) (Pathfinder 

Society - Pathfinder RPG) 
By Adam Daigl.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st level characters. 

In your first mission as a Pathfinder agent, the head of the Grand Lodge sends you on a number 

of missions throughout the metropolis of Absalom, pitting you against traps,thieves, and even 

an unruly devil, all in the pursuit of knowledge. 

Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario Intro 2:First Steps—Part 2: To Delve the Dungeon Deep (Levels 1) 

(Pathfinder Society - Pathfinder RPG) 
By Stephen Radney-MacFarland.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st level characters. 

You venture for the first time into the massive haunted dungeons beneath an abandoned siege 

tower in the deadly Cairnlands, where you will experience firsthand the true dangers of being a 

tomb-delving Pathfinder. 



Pregen Characters will be available. 

PFS Scenario Intro 3:First Steps—Part 3: A Vision of Betrayal (Levels 1) (Pathfinder 

Society - Pathfinder RPG) 
By Larry Wilhelm.  

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for 1st level characters. 

Dispatched on an envoy mission overland from Absalom to port city Escadar, you must 

weather the harsh wilderness of the Isle of Kortos before you can hope to meet with the 

representative of the elusive gillmen, and only then come face to face with the greatest threat to 

the Pathfinder Society. 

Pregen Characters will be available. 

Shadowrun Missions 04-00 – Back In Business (Shadowrun Missions - Shadowrun) 

It’s a simple job: find a missing girl. Of course, nothing is ever simple in the shadows, and a 

whole lot of people seem to be interested in this job for one reason or another. 

Welcome to Season Four of the Missions Campaign, which returns home to the Emerald 

Sprawl, Seattle. Biz is good as a political fight is brewing to determine the fate of the vast Ork 

Underground, and everyone seems to be fighting over the mysterious artifacts flowing into the 

city. If you’re going to get through this, remember the basics: Shoot straight, watch your back, 

and never, ever deal with a dragon. Oh, and collect a hefty payday along the way! 

Pregen Characters will be available. 

Shadowrun Missions 04-03 – Rally Cry (Buried Underground, Part 2) (Shadowrun 

Missions - Shadowrun) 

Whoever wins the war for the future of the Ork Underground is not going to leave a single 

weapon holstered. From waging outright violence to employing political subterfuge, both sides 

in the struggle are willing to use any tactics they can dream of to advance their cause. 

Anti-metahuman sentiment has long been a hot-button issue in Seattle, and some members of 

the Ork Rights Committee have decided to expose one of Governor Brackhaven’s cronies for 

the racist they believe him to be. The only trouble is, people with a high public profile are 

usually very careful about keeping up appearances. If the ORC is going to support their 

accusations of racism, they may need some help in getting—or manufacturing—the evidence 

they need. That, of course, is where shadowrunners come in. 

Shadowrun Missions 04-03: Rally Cry continues the ongoing season of Missions by testing 

runners’ stealth and daring as they place a high-ranking politician exactly where he doesn’t 



want to be—and then hang on as tensions at competing public rallies boil over and threaten to 

engulf the runners, and a good portion of the city besides. 

Pregen Characters will be available. 

Shadowrun Missions 04-04 – Smuggler’s Blues (Artifact Rush, Part 2) (Shadowrun 

Missions - Shadowrun) 

Crossing the border into Salish-Shidhe territory is not easy under the best of circumstances. 

Crossing when you’re carrying an item that lights up the astral plane like a phosphorus bomb is 

even trickier. But the stakes are rising in the fight over magical artifacts that keep finding their 

way into the Seattle area, and that means the possible payouts are going up as well. If you can 

play the role of a smuggler to the hilt and make all the right contacts, you have the chance for a 

serious payday. Of course, you also stand a good chance of making some very powerful 

enemies, but isn’t that always the way? 

SRM 04-04: Smuggler’s Blues continues the latest series of Shadowrun Missions, building on 

the plotline that focuses on the magic powers of the city and the lengths they’ll go to go get 

what they want. Players have a chance to affect ongoing plotlines and shape the future of 

Seattle in the Sixth World by playing Missions. 

Pregen Characters will be available. 

Shadowrun Missions 04-05 – On a Silver Platter (Buried Underground, Part 3) 

(Shadowrun Missions - Shadowrun) 

A year ago your fixer's daughter was killed by the Mayan Cutter copycat. He always suspected 

that someone else was pulling the strings, someone highly placed. Now he believes he has 

proof, but that someone isn't going down without a fight. The stakes are higher than ever aand 

someone's trying to stop you before you even start! Are you ready to serve up a side of 

revenge?  

SRM 04-05: On a Silver Platter continues the latest series of Shadowrun Missions, building on 

the plotline that focuses on the struggle between the Ork Underground and the city of Seattle as 

the metahuman rights groups continue to push for recognition. A fathers personal grief 

becomes enmeshed in this struggle and he looks to the runners to settle a vendetta. How far will 

they go? Players have a chance to affect ongoing plotlines and shape the future of Seattle in the 

Sixth World by playing Missions. 

Shadowrun Missions 04-06 – “Hard Target” (Artifact Rush, Part 3) (Shadowrun Missions 

- Shadowrun) 

The Sixth World is full of dark crevasses and corners where people can hide. Where they can 

go when the rest of the world has told them they don’t belong. Where they can be forgotten. 



People who disappear into these places become secrets, whispered threats of a mysterious 

something that lurks just out of sight.  

Some people—the normal ones, the sane ones—avoid these dark corners and any danger they 

might be hiding, but shadowrunners don’t have that choice. The dark corners are where they 

live. So when Mr. Johnson needs some information that’s hidden in one of these places, you 

know that he’s not going after it himself. He’ll send some runners instead and let them deal 

with whatever might be waiting for them. 

SRM 04-06: Hard Target continues the ongoing series of Shadowrun Missions, further 

entangling runners in the hunt for powerful artifacts in Seattle. Whether you’ve played through 

all the Missions in this sequence or you’re coming into the storyline for the first time, Hard 

Target gives players the chance to dive into Shadowrunand confront the creatures that live in 

the Sixth World’s night. 

Pregen Characters will be available. 

Shadowrun Missions 04-07 – Burn (Buried Underground, Part 4) (Shadowrun Missions - 

Shadowrun) 

If constant friction makes things hot, then the Ork Underground is ready to blaze. Proposition 

23, known to some as “Project Freedom,” is coming closer to a vote, and it could make the Ork 

Underground a full district of the city of Seattle. People on both sides are willing to do just 

about anything to make the vote go their way, and they’re demonstrating that willingness with 

blades, bullets, explosives, and more. This has become more than a fight for votes—it’s a 

struggle for survival. 

SRM 04-07: Burn is the latest in the Shadowrun Missionsseries looking at events in the 

Underground and their impact on the rest of the city. Runners will be thrown into the chaos 

with the chance to bring some perpetrators of recent violence to justice. If they survive, they 

may also learn about the deeper conspiracies behind the violence that is shaking the 

Underground.  

Pregen Characters will be available. 

 

 

 


